In today's constantly evolving digital landscape, businesses of all sizes find themselves under the constant threat of cybersecurity breaches. According to Cybersecurity Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), 50% of known exploited vulnerabilities (KEVs) are exploited within two days of being identified and 75% are exploited in less than a month. It is imperative to have a vulnerability management program in place to act fast and remediate before malicious activity enters and spreads throughout an organization's network.

Dynamic Vulnerability Detection

With our Dynamic Vulnerability Detection, our Cyber Intelligence Team frequently monitors, scans, and identifies vulnerabilities and new critical threats to help safeguard our policyholders. Policyholders are informed by:

Outreach Program – a proactive notification to cyber policyholders and their brokers if identified known critical vulnerabilities are detected to be in their environment and have a high probability of exploitation.
- An initial communication via email, which details the exposure and actions required to remediate.
- Tailored concierge-level support delivered through personalized email correspondence and attentive phone calls.

Breaking Alerts – are sent to all cyber policyholders and their brokers when new vulnerabilities with a high probability of exploitation are discovered and may impact their environment.
- A communication via email, with information on the new threat is generally sent within 24 hours of discovery.

Stay Ahead: Be Informed, Act Swiftly Against Vulnerabilities

Additional Cyber Vulnerability Management Solutions

In addition to our Vulnerability Management Outreach, all Chubb Cyber policyholders are eligible to register for the following complimentary cyber services:

- **Vulnerability Alert System** – Policyholders can stay informed about system vulnerabilities relevant to them and their organizations through biweekly emails containing pertinent information about newly identified vulnerabilities of the software they use. This service is provided in partnership with SecAlerts.
- **External Vulnerability Monitoring** – In partnership with BitSight and Security Scorecard, policyholders can monitor cyber risk as a daily measurement of their security performance via a platform that uses key metrics to highlight both strengths and potential weaknesses, providing visibility into the security of their organization.

Cyber policyholders can also take advantage of the following vulnerability management solutions at preferred pricing:

- **Network Vulnerability Scan and Consulting** – White glove vulnerability scan test for 6000+ most common hacker vulnerabilities with hands-on guidance from a cybersecurity consultant. Provided by NetDiligence.
- **Penetration Testing and Attack Surface Management** – Connect with offensive security experts to evaluate policyholders’ internal and/or external systems for cyber exposures from an attacker’s point of view. This can improve visibility, inventory and understanding of online assets and exposures. Provided by NetSPI.
- **Vulnerability Management Platform** – Access software to help policyholders discover vulnerabilities across their IT environment so that they can prioritize and remediate them to improve their security posture. Provided by Tanium.

Gain peace of mind in today's cybersecurity landscape and learn more on our Vulnerability Management Outreach by emailing cyber@chubb.com or scheduling a call. Maximize the value of your Chubb policy by exploring additional vulnerability management solutions at: Chubb North America Cyber Services Solutions
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